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Va’eschanan 5776- Triple Play 
 

 Rav Moshe Sternbuch shlit”a (Teshuvos V”hanhogos, Vol. 1, Teshuva 790) writes 

about a segulah for preventing miscarriages. At Kri’as Hatorah when the congregation 

recites the passuk (from this week’s parsha) “Ve’atem hadvaikim baShem Elokaichem 

chayim koolchem hayom” - “And you who cleave to Hashem your G-d, you are all alive 

today” (Devarim, 4:4), it would be a segulah if this passuk is said (by a husband on behalf 

of his wife) with extra focus and understanding.  
 It is hard to understand (other than the word chayim-life) how this passuk would be 

a segulah for miscarriages, but perhaps we can show a source for this segulah using a 

popular exercise used by the Baal Haturim and others with (some of) the groups mentioned 

in Mesorah. [Mesorah is an ancient work that (among other things) groups words of T’nach 

together because of a specific commonality. The commonality may be how many times an 

actual word itself is found in T’nach, or how many times a passuk begins with a particular 

word, or how many times the same word has the same trop-cantillation, etc. The Baal 

Haturim and others take many of these groups and find a message by linking all the 

phrases/pesukim from the places in T’nach where the words of that group can be found.] 

The Chasam Sofer (Noach) cites the Mesorah that there is a unique group of 3 for the word 

Ve’atem-And you. One is “Ve’atem pru urevu” - “And you should be fruitful and multiply” 

(Beraishis, 9:7), The second is “Ve”atem tihyu li mamleches kohanim” - “And you shall 

be to Me a priestly kingdom” (Shemos, 19:6). And the third is the above-mentioned passuk 

from this week’s parsha “Ve’atem hadvaikim.......” [Note, this group is not found in the 

official Mesorah work, plus it is difficult to find the exclusive commonality with these 

particular three Ve’atems (my data-base professes that there are sixty-nine Ve’atems in 

T'nach, twenty-five of which start a passuk and five of them start a passuk and use the same 

trop.). But as we say, “If it was good enough for the Chasam Sofer.........”.] By linking these 

three phrases we can see a hint to Rav Shternbuch’s segulah. Hashem commands “Ve’atem 

pru urevu” - "Be fruitful and multiply, have children”. If one is worried that G-d forbid one 

will miscarry, the next passuk from the group dispels that fear giving all pregnant women 

the bracha of “Ve’atem tihyu” - “And you will be”, meaning you will safely remain in 

your state of pregnancy and not miscarry. And the segulah for helping this happen is 

revealed by the last Ve’atem - “Ve’atem hadvaikim baShem Elokaichem chayim koolchem 

hayom,” that when saying this phrase one should say it with extra kavanah. And together 

with the merit of the Torah on the Bima we will all merit “banim ubnai banim oskim 

batorah U’baMitzvos” - generations deeply involved in Torah and Hashem’s mitzvos. 
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